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Critics’ choice
Films on release Nigel Andrews
An Impossible Love
Catherine Corsini
135 mins (15) AAAAE

If Emily Brontë’s Wuthering
Heights hadn’t told us,
French author Christine
Angot’s novels would have
done. Women — some
women — like handsome
brutes, however badly they
behave. An Impossible Love is
a subtle, harrowing, acidetched story of love and hate,
directed by Catherine Corsini
(Summertime) from Angot’s
autofiction novel inspired by
her single-parenting mother
and abusive biological father.
Philippe (Niels Schneider),
a well-heeled heel, begets
and then abandons a child
conceived with workingclass Rachel (Virginie Efira).
He weds someone else, after
dismissing marriage to
Rachel with “Of course, if
you were rich I’d have
considered it.” Years later he
carnally abuses that
daughter, Chantal (played
through the ages by
four actresses).
It’s not a comforting tale
for the #MeToo age: it says
that some women abet their
own mistreatment. (Rachel,
enduringly smitten, sleeps
with Philippe on his return
visits.) But discomfort —
emotional and sexualpolitical — is what makes
this movie’s pain and
conflicts, extended over
time, more gripping.
Efira is superb as the
hapless romantic in thrall to
a manipulating narcissist.
She pays the price; then
watches her child pay a
greater one. Efira doesn’t age
physically, except near the
close when greying hair and
skilful make-up add the
seeming years. But in her
performance, the story’s
emotional toll writes
attrition, in steady and
ineluctable stages, into her
face, eyes, bearing.

Life Itself
Dan Fogelman
117 mins (15) AAEEE

In Life Itself everyone lives a
whole life in a few moments,

Netflix, from Friday

aaaae

The co-ed pupils of Moordale
High enjoy a vigorous range
of extracurricular activities
to supplement their studies,
though their nature is
unlikely to be appreciated by
parents. Sex Education revels
in the unblushing display of
teenage lust, commencing
with the prospect of semen
causing a rash on a girl’s
breasts. These kids are
necking, nuzzling and
nookying all over the place,
not to mention filming and
sharing. Left out of all the
fun is Otis (Asa Butterfield),
the permanently mortified
son of a sex therapist. He’s
unable to masturbate, an
affliction exacerbated rather
than relieved by his mother’s
vast collection of porn and
sex toys, not to mention her
cooing, prurient curiosity.
When the school bully
turns up for a joint
homework project, Otis tries
to tidy away his mother’s
risqué professional
accoutrements, de-penising
thoroughly but overlooking
the erotic art. Adam, who
can make “Have you got any
Nesquik?” sound like an
offer of GBH, barks “Why is
there a minge on your wall?”
A flick of the remote offers
no respite. “There’s a ball bag
on the TV.”
Otis has not yet learned to
capitalise on his mother’s
unusual career choice —
until, that is, he encounters
bad girl Maeve (Emma
Mackey, eerily resembling

or sat down coercively to
watch — the pop-culture
mythopoeia of Kate
McKinnon’s RBG mimicry on
Saturday Night Live. “Not like
me” is the target’s goodhumoured verdict, though it
would be a minority
judgment on the court of TV
satire fandom.
Interviewees include Bill
Clinton, Judge Antonin
Scalia, a court adversary
turned unlikely chum (they
go to the opera together),
and Ginsburg’s children, who
record their horror at her
cooking. The documentary
makes us grateful for the
truth that “It takes all sorts
to make a world” — and for
the fact that RBG may be the
staunchest bulwark against
the unmaking of that world,
in the present American
political moment.

The Passenger
Michelangelo Antonioni
126 mins (12) AAAAE

The penultimate shot of
Michelangelo Antonioni’s The
Passenger (1975), a seamless tracking
movement lasting more than six
minutes, is one of the wonders of
world cinema. Slowly, hypnotisingly,
the camera moves across an African
hotel room, passes “impossibly”
through a window grille, rises into
the air to traverse and circle a dusty
desert square like an expanded
bullring, takes in the alfresco
convergence of key minor characters,
before returning to gaze from the
opposite direction into the same
room — the last, fateful earthly
refuge of the hero played by Jack
Nicholson. Created before CGI, the
shot is utterly astounding.
In the late Antonioni canon The
Passenger is almost a masterpiece.
Almost? That’s because the plot, a
thrillerish tangle about swapped
identity in a menacing foreign
country, begs for the pen of Patricia
Highsmith. Our blood should run hot
and cold. There should be dread,
suspense, enthralment, as
Nicholson’s wanderlust-driven
reporter swaps passports with a
deceased lookalike, shifts into a new
life role, meets a mirroring lost soul
played by Maria Schneider (in the
actress’s last resonant role).
Instead the script by Antonioni
with Mark Peploe (The Last Emperor)
and cinephile/semiologist Peter

Schneider and Efira in
‘An Impossible Love’
minutes, scenes. We are chaff
in the winds of fate. We are
wheat in the combine
harvester of chance. We are
corn in — oh God knows, we

The Favourite
Yorgos Lanthimos
119 mins (15) AAAAA

Existentialism Land: Jack Nicholson in Antonioni’s ‘The Passenger’
Wollen is, for much of its course, a
little dry and schematic. We are
tourists in Existentialism Land.
London, Munich, Barcelona, Saharan
Africa: the co-ordinates of a by-thenumbers alienation. Yet there is still
a spell, thanks in part to Nicholson,
and it grows. The actor gives his

are corn. Writer-director
(and sometime actor) Dan
Fogelman takes on more
than he can chew and hands
to us the semi-masticated
pulp, full of fatuous musings
on Life’s Meaning.
In the first half a young
New York family is visited by
a death: Oscar Isaac, Olivia
Wilde and a daughter
growing up to be played by
Olivia Cooke. In the second
half a young Andalucían
family farming olives loves
and suffers under the
benediction of orchard
owner Antonio Banderas.
When the plot dots are
finally joined, we realise that
the film’s message is about
how human existence is

(anti)hero the antic yet muted
perplexity of a man trapped in
Limbo’s antechamber.
Near the end we are back in
classic Antonioni. The less that is
happening, or seems to be, the
more is evolving spiritually,
psychologically, poetically. That great

interconnected. Wow.
Hand me my notebook.
Can’t afford to let that
perception go.

climactic shot is at once a cryptic
corrida (listen to the Spanishsounding trumpet like a distant
valete), a final circling of earthly
memory, and an unfolded story
brought back from omega to alpha.
Everything is about to re-begin. But it
will be in someone else’s alphabet.

the land’s highest court.
Rap-nicknamed “the
notorious RBG”, she is fast
becoming an American
myth. “You can’t spell Truth

without Ruth” blaze the Tshirts. A movie biopic is
imminent starring Felicity
Jones. And in one scene here
Ginsburg is introduced to —

RBG
Betsy West, Julie Cohen
98 mins (PG) AAAEE

Ruth Bader Ginsburg is the
octogenarian US Supreme
Court judge whom liberals
are clustering around, right
now, with prayers, flowers,
offers of life-support
machines, and anything else
that might encourage her to
live forever. She is the last
trump against Trump.
RBG is a documentary
about her life as a lawyer, as
a champion for women’s
rights, and as a member of

‘The notorious RBG’: US Supreme Court judge Ruth
Bader Ginsburg in the documentary ‘RBG’

Since when did Greeks have
the right to come in and tell
us Brits about our history?
Since this week. The
Favourite, directed by Yorgos
Lanthimos, has the surreal
wallop of this filmmaker’s
The Lobster and The Killing of
a Sacred Deer.
This truth-based tale of
the war between Queen
Anne’s two court favourites,
Sarah Churchill, the Duchess
of Marlborough (Rachel
Weisz) and the elevated
lady-of-the-chamber Abigail
Hill (Emma Stone) — plus
the war between Anne
(Olivia Colman) and both —
has the wild whirl of fiction.
It looks, and sounds, like
Barry Lyndon remade by
Monty Python with the
artistic participation of the
Marquis de Sade.
The triangle evolving
between queen, duchess and
new favourite, played by
three richly competing
actresses, has anguish,
passion and absurdist mirth.
The pother of the political
times, as chaotic as our
own Brexit days, is
irresistibly presented.

Pick of the week Suzi Feay

TV choice
Sex Education

Digital/DVD

Margot Robbie’s evil twin),
who hits on a plan to solve
both Otis’s social dysfunction
and her own monetary woes.
Otis, she claims, is “a strange
sex savant”, having
eavesdropped on enough of
his mother’s sessions to
become the school’s
unofficial therapist. There’s a
lot to work on, though their
first case — helping Adam
with his Viagra-related
priapism and Daddy issues —
doesn’t go according to plan.
Butterfield projects perfect
wide-eyed innocence as Otis,
a “care bear” of a boy who
would rather sit unnoticed in
a corner than be popular. An
irrepressible Ncuti Gatwa
plays his gay best friend, foil
and mentor Eric, an equally
endearing loner, while
Connor Swindells imbues
Adam with a loutish charm
laid over a vulnerable core.
Gillian Anderson as Jean,
Otis’s highly inappropriate
mother, is a glamorous yet
slippery figure, both the
“sexy witch” and “old owl”
of Adam’s admiring
designation but much less in
therapeutic control than she
pretends to be.
It’s all set in a fanciful
version of village England
with accents all over the
place. Rarely does the action
quite gel with actual human
motivation, but on occasion
this is snort-out-loud funny.
Swirling around in the
emissions are some deep
concerns; these bouncing
young actors, mostly
unknowns, leap in with an
appealing abandon.
SF

Asa
Butterfield
and Gillian
Anderson

Diamond-eyed
ideologue:
Benedict
Cumberbatch
as Dominic
Cummings

Channel 4, Monday, 9pm

Luther: Season Five
BBC iPlayer

AAAEE
Luther’s return has not been
quiet. Serial killers with
paraphilic disorders, East
End gangsters playing
Russian roulette, bombs
attached to necks with a
minute left till blast-off —
all that and much more vie
for attention in the first
episode of season five alone.
As the episodes kept coming
each night this week,
although the intensity didn’t
drop, the pace, thankfully,
did a little.
Old favourites
unexpectedly return as links
between their pasts are
revealed, propping up the

experience. Cummings, so unselfaggrandising that he sets up office in
a cleaning cupboard, vows to base his
strategy on “algorithmic statistical
analysis . . . no fucking Saatchis”.
In so doing, he falls in with
AggregateIQ, whose youthful chief
executive tells him that they’re “not
really in the business of advertising
what we do”. The official database of
40m voters inaccessible to the
pirates of the “Leave” campaign
becomes irrelevant when new
technology can uncover a treasure
trove of non-voters previously
hidden from view.

series of unbelievable events
with a back-story and
subplot. And with the return
of old favourites comes the
return of sexual tension, a
trope that keeps many an
over-flogged crime drama
still going. Though some
flashbacks are
disorientating, the insight
into gruff and hostile
Luther’s personal life is too
good to miss. But the
memories of rare loving
smiles also show why they
remain in the past — even a
romantic tryst by the sea
cannot usurp Luther’s love of
his dayjob.
As if to compensate for the
number of young female
victims, women abound in

Raphael Abraham
If life seems messy at the
moment, here is a reminder
that it could be a lot worse.
The Affair’s fourth season
finds Noah (Dominic West),
Helen (Maura Tierney), Cole
(Joshua Jackson) and Alison
(Ruth Wilson) in a nearconstant state of crisis in
their increasingly tangled
love quadrangle. Helen is
beset with anxiety despite
her shiny new life in LA with
Vik; Noah has moved out
west to be near his kids but
they won’t see him; Cole’s
marriage is on the edge; and
Alison is dating another
wrong-un. But somehow, the
polyphonic narrative format
and faultless performances
save The Affair from itself.
AAAEE Rebecca Rose

Radio choice

Brexit: The Uncivil War
AAAAA
“How to change the course of history,
lesson one: kill conventional
wisdom.” Brexit: The Uncivil War is
an exhilarating, almost farcical
dramatisation of 2016’s successful
Vote Leave campaign and its
Machiavellian director, Dominic
Cummings, played with brusque
intensity by Benedict Cumberbatch.
The only hindrance to enjoyment is
the fact that we are all now living in
the chaotic reality dreamt up by the
diamond-eyed ideologue.
“Dominic Cummings is basically
mental,” gleefully opines Craig Oliver
(Rory Kinnear), his counterpart in
the Remain lobby — but it’s unwise to
underestimate a man who modestly
names Napoleon, Alexander the
Great, Tolstoy and Thucydides as his
influences. James Graham’s drama
shows Oliver in a good light, not least
because he’s credited as an adviser.
Kinnear shines with fundamental
decency in the role, but all the good
lines go to the brooding, balding
mastermind with the perennially
untucked shirt who doesn’t aim to
upset the apple cart so much as dig
up the whole orchard.
Wealthy Ukip donor Arron Banks
(Lee Boardman), Nigel Farage and
the posse of Leave-tending
Conservative MPs become a mere
subplot as Cummings disdains both
filthy lucre and old-school political

Comfortably one of the best
movies of last year, Pawel
Pawlikowski’s follow-up to
Ida is another black-andwhite wonder shortlisted for
the Oscar for Best Foreign
Language Film. Based
loosely on the story of the
writer-director’s parents,
Cold War sets the turbulent
relationship of dangerously
free-spirited singer Zula and
coolly impassive pianist
Wiktor against the backdrop
of postwar communism.
Beginning in Stalin-era
Poland, it takes in Split, Paris
and Berlin as Pawlikowski
interweaves the romantic
story with the complications
of the age until they become
tragically inseparable, much
like the couple themselves.
Joanna Kulig steals the show
as the seductive Zula, her
smoky voice and full lips
giving her the air of a Slavic
Scarlett Johansson. Where
Ida interrogated innocence,
obedience and faith, Cold War
explores guilt, freedom and
infidelity, and all in 88 tightly
wound minutes. AAAAA

Michael Gove, then justice
secretary, and Boris Johnson, then
London mayor, (an enjoyable turn by
Richard Goulding) eventually declare
for “Leave”, bravely hiding their
dismay at the infamous battle bus
daubed with the misleading figure of
£350m a week for the NHS, while
Cummings capers with manic glee.
“350m quid and Turkey! 350m quid
and Turkey!” he chants to his team.
Meanwhile Ukip have been left
to “do the heavy lifting over the
migration issue”. In a powerful scene,
a white voter reduced to hysterical
tears in a multi-racial focus group

key roles. Though with one a
sexy psychopath (Ruth
Wilson) and another a
sinister psychiatrist
(Hermione Norris), it is only
Luther’s new female partner,
DS Halliday (Wunmi
Mosaku), who is cast in a
flattering light — and even
she grates at times.
As Elba easily slips back
into his cape of casual hero,
it is Halliday who keeps her
nose to the ground and
whose character provides
the most interesting shifts.
Luther, meanwhile, goes
off-the-record — a method
that viewers are asked
to evaluate as its
consequences drag others
down around him.

gets across to Oliver the depth of
Britain’s divisions. He and Cummings
share a sombre pint to mull over the
murder of MP Jo Cox by a white
nationalist, but by this time the
juggernaut has too much momentum
to apply the brakes.
A strong and compelling drama
peters out into irresolution, with the
fallout over data mining and
accusations of electoral misconduct.
Cummings, as we know, achieved a
stunning victory, but with the nation
still counting its cost, a whimper
rather than a bang seems an entirely
appropriate note to end on.

Highlights in a fairly drab
script are given to Luther’s
loveable colleague Benny
Silver (Michael Smiley):
“Big lad, you need to brush
up on your online security,”

Gruff and hostile: Luther

he tells a gangster’s crony.
Five seasons in, it is, as
Halliday calls it, a “psychosexual jamboree”, but we’re
still jumping in our seats.

Antonia Cundy

In 1819 John Keats wrote five
immaculate odes, and in
The Essay this week five
poets discuss each poem in
turn, beginning with Alice
Oswald’s scintillating
meditation on “Ode on a
Grecian Urn” (Radio 3,
Monday, 10.45pm). Keats,
she says, had “a neurotic
fear of transience” and thus
a fascination with the urn’s
marmoreal perfection. The
poem’s interlocking
“damaged sonnets”, based
on 17th-century models
themselves based on Latin
and Greek originals, lead her
back to Homer’s Iliad, the
Elgin marbles and the death
of the poet’s father, linked
by her erudite analysis.
Next up, Sean O’Brien
(“Ode on Melancholy”),
Frances Leviston
(“Autumn”), Sasha Dugdale
(“Nightingale”) and Paul
Batchelor (“Psyche”).
Weeknights at 10.45pm.
AAAAA
Donald Trump’s promise
to “drain the swamp” of
Washington hit Republican
insider Ron Christie hard.
“That’s my town you’re
talking about!” Christie
served in George W Bush’s
White House so “this
Donald Trump disruption
stuff feels personal to me.”
The Trumped Republicans
(Radio 4, Tuesday, 8pm) is
a valiant attempt to assess
how the GOP can recover
from the Trump onslaught,
with a range of highpowered interviewees from
Anthony Scaramucci to
abrasive rightwing talkshow host Sean Hannity. As
a black Republican, Christie
deplores the narrowing of
the party’s vision and
swerve towards Southern
values. A supporter explains
why Trump’s personal flaws
are not an issue: if you have
raccoons in the basement,
you don’t care if the raccoon
man tells lies or is a nasty
human being; you just want
him to get rid of the vermin.
AAAAE
SF

